Smartphones are the single most rapidly adopted technology in human history, outpacing innovations like the printing press and the steam engine. In just 10 years, and with the marriage of app stores (or platforms), mobile, and cloud, apps changed the phones, devices, and services we use every day. Altogether, platforms, devices, apps, developers who make apps, the consumers who use them, and all the economic activity (like digital transactions) make up the app economy.

But the network of activity driving this economy is more than just the apps on a phone. In the last fifteen years, the sheer market power of the app economy resulted in a host of services to support and grow app development. Everything from digital advertising services to venture capital funds to tech incubators comprises the wider ecosystem that serves app and connected device companies. The app economy provides tremendous business potential for small, independent companies to engage with customers on a global scale and bring the transformative power of their products to industries like healthcare, agriculture, and transportation. Without apps, a smartphone is just a phone, after all.

**Fast Facts:**

- The app economy is a $1.7 trillion ecosystem led by U.S. companies.
- App developers and related companies, directly and indirectly, employ 5.9 million Americans.
- The app marketplace is growing in areas outside traditional tech hubs. In the United States, more than 83 percent of app companies are located outside of Silicon Valley, and 13 percent operate in rural and suburban areas.
- Consumers spent over $120 billion globally in app stores in 2019, nearly two times what consumers spent in 2016.
- In 2019, 317,673 companies were active in the mobile app market in the United States.
- Today, there are more than 2 million apps available on the major app platforms.
- Platforms provide a centralized framework for app developers to engage and secure visibility with the 3.4 billion app users worldwide.

**About ACT | The App Association**

ACT | The App Association is an international organization for small and medium-sized tech companies. We work with industry leaders and new entrants that are innovating to improve productivity, accelerate learning, deliver entertainment, and promote healthier lifestyles. Together we represent the growing app ecosystem in all its diversity.